Development and Psychometric Evaluation of the Cancer Distress Scales for Adolescent and Young Adults.
Purpose: The use of valid and reliable screening tools to measure distress may help to identify adolescent and young adults (AYA) with cancer who need additional support. Our study describes a two-phase approach to adapt the Australian AYA oncology and survivorship distress screening tools for use in Canada. Methods: Phase 1 involved refining the Australian AYA oncology and survivorship screening tools using cognitive interviews with AYA with cancer and feedback from experts. In phase 2, a field-test study was performed, and Rasch Measurement Theory (RMT) analysis was used for item reduction and to examine reliability and validity. Results: Cognitive interviews with 45 AYA with cancer and feedback from 25 experts resulted in a field-test version of the Cancer Distress Scales for AYA (CDS-AYA) consisting of 91 items that measure 9 constructs. The field-test sample included 515 participants. RMT analysis identified five scales (impact of cancer, physical, emotional, cancer worry, and cognitive) with ordered thresholds, good item fit (-3.70 to 2.82), and acceptable reliability (0.85-0.94). Reliability for the remaining four scales (employment, education, practical, and social) was low, and the scales were retained as checklists, with the exception of the social scale that was dropped. Conclusion: The final item-reduced CDS-AYA consist of 48 items in 5 scales, with 2 stand-alone items in the physical and emotional scales and 23 items in 3 checklists. The CDS-AYA can be used in research and in clinical practice to measure distress in AYA with cancer.